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FIGURE 1
Chirp radar transmitter section with digital baseband functions.

FIGURE 2
Simulated digital IF signal demodulated in the VSA application.

ear frequency shift across the width of the radar pulse
in the upper right panel, the time domain view of the
radar pulse amplitude in the lower left panel, and then
the classic view of the real part of the digital vector
modulation in the lower right panel. These four views
become our “golden standard” for comparison of measured signals on real hardware.
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Taking a Look Across the Signal Path
Because the baseband portion of the design is
implemented in an FPGA, it is possible to probe inside
the FPGA by feeding various signals along the vector
modulation path to a logic analyzer. The test setup is
shown in Figure 3. The logic analyzer is on the left and
has “flying lead” probes connected to 0.1 inch header
pins that are on the Digitech ExtremeDSP Xilinx
Virtex-4 based platform seen in the middle of the picture. Flying lead probes provide an individual coax
connection for each digital data signal. A number of
ground connections are made to preserve good signal
integrity on the probed signals.
An oscilloscope is shown on the right, and the analog IF signal that comes out of a D/A converter on the
DigiTech platform via an SMB connector is brought
over to the scope with a single coax cable. Notice a
Xilinx USB JTAG Programming Cable that is used to
connect to the JTAG chain where the Virtex-4 FPGA is
located. Ultimately, this JTAG connection will be used
to switch a multiplexer inside the FPGA to reach signals of interest via internal FPGA routing resources.
In this example, the Xilinx application ChipScope
Pro “Core Inserter” is used to define the probe points
via an internal FPGA multiplexer measurement core
and via internal routing resources of the FPGA. First,
the tool allows the user to define the type of measureRF TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL
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ment core, number of signal banks, how
many pins will be used for debug signals,
and exactly which FPGA I/O pins will be
used to bring out debug signals.
FPGA signals are probed at the up-converted and filtered I and Q signal level, and
also at the digital IF level where the signal
drives the input to the D/A converter. Then
a logic analyzer tool called the “FPGA
Dynamic Probe” works with the FPGA measurement core to allow the designer to make
meaningful measurements.
This logic analyzer FPGA probing tool
greatly simplifies the process of making
measurements. First, this tool allows the
user to download the “.bit” file for the FPGA
FIGURE 3
design into the FPGA directly from the logic Logic analyzer probing internal FPGA signals (L) and scope probing
analyzer interface via a JTAG connection.
D/A output analog IF (R), both running VSA software.
Next, the internally probed FPGA bus
and signal names are imported from a
Xilinx-generated file called a .cdc file that was created the logic analyzer input channels automatically. The
by the Xilinx ChipScope Pro Core Inserter application. logic analyzer is set up to have the proper clock input
Then a process called “automatic pin mapping” takes defined, threshold levels set to match the FPGA outplace where debug signals on output pins of the FPGA put voltage levels, and the logic analyzer capture mode
are discovered by the logic analyzer and “mapped” to set to match the FPGA debug signal output. Designers
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FIGURE 4
Logic analyzer measurement of the Chirp Radar digital IF signal (left) and VSA processing (right).

can select which signal bank they want to look at. In
this case, it is the DAC input.
Now a digital signal trace can be taken with a
logic analyzer as seen in the left side of Figure 4. The
logic analyzer is displaying in “chart” mode, where
hex values of the bus are converted into a waveform.
We see the beginning of a digital IF pulse. The common tool, VSA software, shared between the digital
baseband team and the analog/RF team, imports digital signals just captured on the logic analyzer, and
processes this data into a format helpful to the
designer as shown in the right side of Figure 4. But

what we see now is a clear display of the linear frequency chirp modulation across the pulse, pictured in
the upper right-hand side panel of the VSA software.
We also see the spectral content of this digital IF signal in the upper left-hand panel. Notice these VSA
panel views closely match those seen originally from
“golden standard” VSA processing of simulated baseband signals back in Figure 2.

Comparing the Digital IF to the Analog IF with the
Help of VSA Software
The digital IF signal that the baseband team is
working with can be easily
compared to the analog signal that the analog/RF team
is working with. The DAC
output signal is probed with
a real-time oscilloscope, and
this analog signal can be
seen in the left side of
Figure 5. This signal can be
imported by the VSA software as well. The VSA software presents useful information about this analog IF
signal, as shown in the
VSA-processed view of that
signal in the right side of
FIGURE 5
Figure
5. Notice in this case,
Oscilloscope measurement of the Chirp Radar analog IF signal (left) and VSA processwhere the system is operating (right).
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